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FORM NOi. 1

Attachment to EGPA

Project Cryptonym AEROOT

Roof Prelect

Case °Meer

BaseFOB

Date 12 February 1957

••■■••■■••••■nafaliTIOP

IN NARRATIVE FORM ANSWER THE FOLLOWIN QUESTIONS USE SEPARATE SHEET(S)
OF PAPER, TYPE THE NUMBERED QUESTION, THEN ANSWER.

l. What ea .etime )ele iz recommended for the project or operations?
Include specifie location

2. What actions meet be taken to make the project or operation utilizable
in time of wari

If it- ie recommended that the project should be suspended in time of
veer what action is necessary for such suspeneion?

4, kdd any comuente that will contribute to Headquarters' analyeis of
the assessment for a realistic condlusion as to whether the eroject
or operation ie one of which a military support requirement may be
accepted.

On the assumption that the target country will be involved in evert of a
general uar check (either "r" or "v") in either the "Yes", "No", or •
"Probably" eolumn. Since the answers uanted are the best judgement of
the reeponaible case officer, positive . and realistic "yes" and "no"
answers are preferred: In event a remark is deemed necessary, enter
"Remark" and attach a eeparaee shee appropriately keyed to the item
Whenever the item i2 not applicable enter "NA" in the "No" column.

NOTE: The phrase "In Wartime" is an inherent part of each of the
followine aBeet1oes_."5_ap2ad34

5> will the project or operation be effected?

6, Is the project specifically devised to support
military operations?

7, Doe& the project or operation have a potential
value for eupperl of

a, Conventional Military Porces?

b. Unconventional military forcea?

(See Parse 4 of I :GOA- 8 5347, the trensmitting
die patch)

8. Is the project or operation (partly) (wholly)
fiielete one/ convertible to support military
operetions.

S-E-COR-E-T

In Wartime

Yes	 No Probablt

—

X
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FORn NO. 1

In Wartime

Tea No Proba1217

9, -Should the project or operation be (partly)
(xiixAmisr) /Zielote ong converted to supoort
military operations?

10. Should the prejet or operction be continued
with its present objectives?

11. Will the present objectives of the project
or operation Support military operations?

12. Should the project or operation be suspended?

13. Should the project be terminated?

14. Should part of the current operations be
terminated?

15, Are ths:re nay caches in place for use?	 X	
5..s..1■ •

16. .1f the answer to 15 is "yes" have the cache
records been sent to:

a. Washington?

b. London?

ecZegr....	 ascrvazzi.a.

.111.■•■••■

17	 If the anszer to 15 is "no" are.cachee
requirtd to ma'. g,e the project or operation

a.m.=

1f.1	 If the current operations are serviced by
W/T will such service be available?

197 If the answer to 15 is "no", will WiT service
be available? .

20. Have the personnel been instructed as to
their role?

(NB: in the event some have and some have
note insert "Set:, Form 2" nnd answer for
each agent.)

21. Have drop zones and/or landing strips been
selected for use?

4.•■•••■••■••	 ..•■••••••ga.a.

X

u4k, ^ —

22, Is there a safehouse that can 'be available
for use by project personnel? .

23. Has cipher system been issued to agents of
the project for use?

24. Have on ... -time pads been issued to agents of
the project for use?

:"5. Are dead drops available for use?
••••■••=m1y.

26„ Arc couriers arz.anged for use?	
war... -11A-



In S:artime

Yes No Probably.

X

X
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. ?ORM N01,,..4

27. Have agents b. trained in the fingerprint
identification for establishment of bona fides?

28. Have roc .pntact arrangements been made in event
contact is lost?

7 9	 Could the proLlect personnel be directed by
one-vay broadcasts?

30. Have the project ?ersonnal been instructed
as to one-way broadcast arrangements?

31,, Could the agent personnel remain in place?

32. Would it be clsirable and feasible to move
the agent per1,Jonne/ to another location in
tha target country?

33. Is it operationally feasible to curren.1121
brief the personnel as to emergency
communications and/or recontact arrange-
ments for action? X

0.111:.,181.A.1,421,

34	 Have the recozde required by the memo with
subject of "Operational Information for
Vital Documents Repository", the attachment
to EG,w-29088 7 been sent to Headquarters
for use?

NB: If answer to 34 is "yes", lint the
transmitting dispatches.)



■••

AEROOT

1. Secret writing commmndcations should be maintained with agents
within target area, for the purpose of obtaining OB, organizing
E&E nets, and servicing other war-time requirements.

2. Secret writing channels between agents in place and a country
which would beneutral in war-time should be set up.

3. In war-time the effort to recruit legal travelers to the target
area should besuspended. No action mkkammtkia is necessary for
this suspension.

14.. In this form we have covered only those parts of. project AEMOOT
which are carried out by the field, i.e., REDSKIN operations.
Comment concerning &MOT REDSOX operaL ions and EROOT REDSKIN
operations case-officered by Headquiiters are properly for Head-
quarters evaluation.



Case Office:
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S-E-C-R-E-T	 Attachment to EGFA

FORM NO. 2

Accomplish for each agent (or forMer agent with whom contact would be
feasible in wartime) and forward in triplicate to COS..

Project AEROOT
	 Base FOB

Agent AIROUTI_	 Date 12 FebruEL12a__ •

On the

IK NARRATIVE FORM PROVIDE INFORMATION OR ANSWER THE FOLLOWING. USE
SEPARATE SBEET(S) OF PAPER, TYPE THE NUMBERED QUESTION FOLLOWED BY THE
.ANSWER,

1. Give a. recommended role and suggest location(s) where the Subject
may best operate in time of war.

2. Other than stated above are there other things which must be done
to prepare Subject for a wartime role?

3	 If Subject is not considered suitable for a. wartime role give the
reasons therefor,

4. If Subject is to be redeployed are there any specific requirements
or considerations - such as quartered in eafehouse, special cover
arrangampnta. "black" movement required..etc., - essential for his
wartime utilization?

50 Do the caso files on Subject reflect that the following have been
'sent to Headquarters?

Et	 Record(s) cf 411 fit-31d case officers who have handled subject
or whom ba has known otherwise?

b, Rscord(s) of other individuals (agents, relatives, friends)
who know of Subject's clandestine activities?

6, .Gie addonal comments you believe will contribute to the
aeefalneas of this asnosemento

On the assumptf.on that the target country will be involved in event of
a ,seneral war check (either "lc" . or 91") in either the' "Yes" "No", or
"Probably' column Since the anawers wanted are the best judgment of
the responsible ca$e officer, positive and realistic ."yea" and "no'
answers are profezred In even a remark is deemed necessnry, enter
"Remark" and attatft4 a separate sheet appropriately keyed to the item.
nenever the Atom ia not aTplicab/e enter "NA" in the "No" column,

NOTE: The phrase "In Wartime" 3.3 an talapll!II_Eat of each of the
14,Ealnueatione, T thE2110_00

•
In rtartime

	

Yes No 
	

Probablv

"T	 Can this agent romain in place?	 X

It is desiablo that subject remain in place?	
•■••11.11,1.1.	 1.7.-••••■■17*Te..
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FORM TO. 2

In Wartime

Yes No	 Probable:

9. Is it desirable to move subject to another
location in the target country for use?

10. Should aubject be redeployed to a KUBARK
wartime base for use thereat?

11. Should subject be evacuated to the U.S.
or other place for haven?.

12. Should subject's dependents be evacuated for
protection?

13. Have evacuation commitments (in event of
war) been made to subject to protect him?

14. If answer to 23 is "Yee" do the commitments
Include subjeet o a . family for their protection?

15. Has subject been accorded a priority listing
for wartime evacuation or redeployment?

16. Does subject require training for use in
operations?

17. Could subject be trained now for operations?

18. Should subject . be redeployed in event of
war) to a KUBARK training facility for
training for nos?

19	 la subject likely to be drafted?.

20. Would the subject be loyal to the West?

21. Rao subject been instructed as to the role
he is to perform?

22. If subject has not been inati'ucted as to his
wartime roles, is it believed that he would
accept a role for action?

23. Is it operationally feasible and desirable
to no give subject a role he will perform?

24. Is the subject trained in use of WIT?

25. Does subject have W/T set in his custody
Or cached for use? .

26. If subject is W/T operator could be be used
to service other agents?

27. Would subject recruit other agents?

28. Could subject serve as agent-organizer in
one of the U/W areas?

• liaasagg tea

S-E-G-R-E-T
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FORM NO, a

In Wartime

Yes Yo	 Probablv

29, Could subjec .t report intelligence information
by . eloetrical communications oommeacing
at tie. of Order for Reinforced Alert and
probably conUnue?

30. Could subject report electrically cOmmencing
on D-day (General Alert Order) and continue?

31, Could subject be contacted to receive
Special Forces teams to be infiltrated
by air?

32, 18 subject	 known location specific
enough so that he Could be easily contacted
by another?

33. Are contact and recognition arrangements
made for use?



AgtOOT 5

1. Subylect should be used in connection with any psychological warfare
program directed at the Estonian SSR.

2. No,

3. NA,

L. None.

5. a. Yes.
la, Yes.

6, Subject's extensive journalistic experience makes him ideal for
use as an editors pkamphlet writers radio script writer s etc,
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WW ..4.= ••••••

Base	 FOB

Date • 12 February 1957

Project  AEROOT

AEROOT 7Agent

EX3()A. 874777

S-E-C-R-E-T	 Attachment to EGFA

FORM  NO. ,2

Aecomplieh tor each agent (Or former agent with whom contact would be
feasible in wartime) and forward in triplicate to-COS.

Case OfficerCI

On the
■••■21..■••.1...*

IN NARRATIVE FORM PROVIDE INFORMATION OR ANSWER THE FOLLOWING. USE
SEPARATE SHEET(S) OF PAPER, TYPE THE NUMBERED QUESTION FOLLOWED BY TEE
ANS'7ER.

I. Give a recommended role and suggest location(e) where the Subject
may best operate in time of war.

2. Other than stated above are there other things which must be done
to nrel3are Subject for a wartime role?

3. If Subject is not considered suitable for a wartime role give the
reasons therefor-

4. If Subject is to be redeployed are there any specific requirements
or considerations - such as quartered in safehouse, special cover
arrangements, "black" movement required, etc., - essential for his
wartime utilization?.

5. Do the case flea on Subject reflect that the following have been
sent to Headquarters?

ae Record(s) G: all field case officers who have handled subject
or whom he has known otherwise?

b. Record(s) of other individuals (agents, relatives, friends)
who know of Subject's clandestine activities?

6. Give additional comments you believe will contribute to the
usefulness of this assessment.

On the assumption that the target country will be involved in event of
a general war check (either "x" or "v") in either the "Yes", "No", or
"Probably" column. Since the answers wanted are the best judgment of
the responsible case officer, positive and realistic "yea" and "no"
answers are preferred. In even a remark is deemed necessary, enter
"Remark" and attach ' s). separate sheet appropriately keyed to the item.
Whenever the item is not aeplicable enter "NA"-in the "No" column..

NOTE: The brase "In Wartime" is an inherent part of each of the
tk---LED-Ce.1 JUL; °

n Wartime

Yes Wo	 Probelblz

7. Can this agent remain in place?

8. It is deeirable that subject remain in place?
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FORM NO. 2

In Wartime 

Yes No Probably.

9. Is it desirable to move subject to another
location in the target country for use?

10. Should subject be redeployed to a MARK
wartime base for use thereat?

11. Should subject be evacuated to the U.S.
or other place for haven?.

12. Should subject °a dependents be evacuated for
protection?	 •

13. Have evacuation commitments (in event of
war) been made to subject to protect him?

14. If answer to 23 is "Yee" do the commitments.
include subject's . family for their protection?

15. Has subject been accorded a priority listing
for wartime evacuation or redeployment?

16. Does subject require training for use in
operations?

17. Could eubject be trained now for operations?

18. Should subject be rede ployed in event of
war) to a . KUBARK training facility for
training for use?

19. Is subject liltely to be drafted?

20. Would the subject be loyal to the West?

21. Rea subject been instructed as to the role
he ie.to perform?

22,, If subject has not been insteucted as to his
wartime role, is it believed that he would
accept a role for action?

23. Is it operationally feasible and desirable
to now give subject a role he will perform?

24. Is the subject trained in use of W/T?

25. Does subject have W/T set in his custody
or cached for use?

26. If subject is W/T operator could he be used
to service other agents?

27, Would subject recruit other agents?

28, Could subject serve as agont-organizer in
one of the U/W areas?
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ToTi2-11_2.
In Wartime

29, Could subject report intelligence information
by electrical oommunications commencing
at time of Ordor.for Reinforced Alert and
probably continue?

30, Could labject report electrical/7' commencing
on D-day (General Alert Order) an continue?

32— Could subjcat be contacted to receive
Special Forceo teams to be infiltrated
by air?

32	 Is subject's KnoRn location specific
enough so tha',:, he could be easily contacted
by another?

33. Are contact and recognition arrangements
made for use?

•••••=1M•11.11.117•••
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AEROOT 7

1. Subject should be used as a leader of a force to be dispatched 
tothe Estonian SSR to organise partisan groups.

2. Subject should receive extensive training (0, tradecraft, weapons,demolitions, etc.) before being dispatched on his mission.
3. NA.

4. Nond•

5. a. Yes.
b. Yes.

6. None.



Project AEROOT •■•••■=e,J7.1.9.1..102•1006,3•=1,1.

Agent	 AEROOT 8

Can this agent romain'in place?

In Wartime

yes No	 Probably.

X

S E-C-R-E-T

Att. aEGQ

AttacaMent to EGPA

FORM  NO, 2

.Aocomplieh for each agent (or former agent with whom Contact would be
feasible in wartime) end forward in triplicate to COS.

Base	 'FOB

Date	 12 February 1957

Case OfficerC=1_aaa---

On the

IN NARRATIVE FORM PROVIDE INFORM4TION OR ANSWER THE FOLLOWING. USE
SEPARATE SHEET(S) OF PAPER, TYPE THE NUMBERED QUESTION FOLLOWED BY THE
,OSWER.

1. Give a recommended role and suggeat location(e) where the Subject
may best operate in time of war.

2. Other than stated above acre there other thinga which must be done
. to prepare Subject for a wartime role?

3. If Subject la not considered suitable for a wartime role give the
raaaons therefor,

4. If Subject is to be redeployed are there any specific requirements
or considerations - such as quartered in aafehouee, special cover
arrangemeata, "black" movement required, etc., - essential for hie
wartime utilization?

50 Do the caso.filee on Subject reflect that the following have been
sent to Headquartera?

a. Record(a) af all fiald case officers who have handled subject
or whoa he hae known otherwiee?

b. Record(s) of other individual* (agente, relatives, friends)
who know of Subject , e clandestine activities?

6. Give additional comments you believe will contribute to the
usefulness of this assessment.

On the aeaumption that the target country will be involved in event of
a general war check (either "x" or "I") in either the "Yes", "No", or
"Probably" column. Since the answers wanted are the best judgment of
the'responaible case officer, positive and realistic "yes" and "no"
answers are preferred. In even a remark is deemed necessary, enter
"Remark" and attach a separate sheet appropriately keyed to the item.
Whenever the item is not aaplicable enter "NA" in the "No" column.

NOTE:The pbx,..aae "Ial....a11.12f:_ka an inherent art of each of the
followina_am;Itiorl_prouehlflo

8. It is desirable that subject remain in place?
WWZ.M.0

S-E-C-R-E-T
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FORM NO,

In Wartime

Yes No Tro_b..a.blz

9. 7s it desirable to move subject to another
location in the target country for use?	

a2.1.1.11.1:0

10. Should subject be redeployed to a KUBARK
wartime base for use thereat?

11. Should subject be . evacuated to the U.S.
)(or other place for haven? .	. werovaMiliel.

■•■•114.....,•■•■•

12. Should subject's dependents be evacuated for
protection?

13. Have evacuation commitments (in event of
war) been made to subject to protect him?

14. If. answer to 23 is "Yee" do the commitments
Include subject's.family for their protection?

15. Has subject been accorded a priority listing
for wtartime evacuation or redeployment?

16. Does subject require training for use in
operations?

17 ° Could subject be trained now for operations?

18. Should subject be rede ployed in event of
war) to a KUBARK training facility for
training for use?

19. Is subject likely to be drafted?

20. Would the subject be loyal to the West?

21. Has subject been instructed as to the role
he is to perform?

lestmloce	 saymewreellim.11:111C0m...

22	 If subject has not been instructed as to his
wartime role is it believed that he would
accept a role for action?

23. Is it operationally feasible and desirable
to now give subject a . role he will perform?

24. Is the subject trained in Use of W/T?

25. Does subject have W/T. set in his custody
or cached for use?

■1"....7[1.0P

millaWasslalp

.nroallamc

26. If subject is W/T operator could he be used
to service other agents?

27, Would subject recruit other agents?

28, Could subject serve as agonteorganizer in
one of the U/W areas?
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vORM GO 2

In Wartime— —

Yes NO
	 Probablv

29, Could subjct -oport intelligence information
by electrical oommunications commencing
at Lime of Orilr for Rcinforc..ed Alert and
probab/y o'::nnue?

30, Could A:. report c4octr1ca11y commencing
on D-day (neral Alert Crder) an continue?

.Could suet b* contacted to receive
Special Force teams to be infiltrated
by air?

32. Xs subjects known location specific
anoursh. o iaa he could bn eurilly contacted
by another?

33. Are contact a:;.4 recognition arrangements
made fo:7 us?



Att EGQ A 8747?,

AFX.00T 8 

1. Subject should be used as a crew member (or officer, preferably) of .
marine vessels engaged in introducing Iblack" persons and cargo
into enemy territory.

2. Subject should receive training in tradecraft $ land to ship beacons,
radio, etc.

3

4.Ma The fact that subject is continually travelling as a ship's
officer on the high seas requires special consideration in connection

LE with contacting him at the appropriate time.

5. a. Yes.
b. Yes.

6. None.



Ba"Project	 AEROOT

S-E-C-R-E-T
	 Attachment to EGFA

ram NO. 2

Aceomplisb for each agent (or former agent with whom contact would be
fcazible in wartimo) and forward in triplicate to COS.

Age:at	 AENEON 1,3	 Daste_aUs.,' bmangry..2251„

Caae Officer

OR the

IN NARRATIVE FORM PROVIDE INFORMATION OR ANSWER THE FOLLOWING. USE
SEPARATE SHEET(S) OF PAPER, TYPE THE NUMBERED QUESTION FOLLOWED BY TED
ANSWER.

1. Give a recommended role and ouggest location(e) where the Subject
may best operate in time of war.

2. Other than stated above axe there other things which must be done
to Prepare Subject for a wartime role?

3. If Subject is not considered suitable for a wartime role give the
reasons therefor,

4. If Subject is to be redeployed are there any specific requirements
or considerations - such as quartered in usfehouse, special cover
arrangements, "black' movement required, etc., - essential for him
wartime utilization?

5. Do the case files on Subject reflect that the following have been
sent to Headquarters?

a. Record(s) c	 U nit:ad case officers who have handled subject
or whom he has known otherwise?

b. Record(s) of other individuals (agents, relatives, friends)
who know of Subject's clandestine activities?

Give additional comments you believe will contribute to the
ueefulneea of this assessment.

On the aesumption that the target country will be involved in event of
a general war check (either "e• or "i") in either the "Yes", "No", or
"Probably" celumn. Since the answers wanted are the best judgment of
the responsible geee officer, positive and realistic "yea" and "no" .
anowere are preferred. In even a remark is deemed necessary, enter
"Remark" and attach a separate . eheet appropriately keyed to the item.
Whenever the item is not applicable enter "NA" in the "No" column.

IOTF- The phrase "In Wartime" is an inherent art of each of the .
following queationeAttLasanfl.

In Wartime

Yee No Probably.

7. Can. this agent rcmaln in place? .
.7.•CP10.4,

8, It is deai23.o that subject remain ln place?

S-E-C-R-E-T
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14. If answer to 23 is "Yes" do the commitments
Include subject'sfamily for their protection?

15. Has subject been accorded a priority listing
for wartime evacuation or redeployment?

67477
•

Attachment to EGFA
Page Two

FORM M._ 2.

In Wartime

. Yes No	 baz

9. Is it desirable to move subject to another
location in the targdt country for use?

..10. Should subject be redeployed to 	 KUBARK
wartime base for use thereat?

11. Should subject be .evacuated to the U.S.
or other place for haVela?.

12. Should subject's dopendents be evacuated for
protection?

Have evacuation. commitments (in event of
war) been made to subject to protect him?

16. Does subject require training for us a in
operations?

17. Could subject be trained now for operations?

184 Should subject be redeployed in event of
war) to a KUDARZ training facility for
training for use?

19. Is subject likely to be drafted?

20. Would the subject be loyal to the West?

210 Has. subject been instructed as to the role
he is to perform?

22. If subject has not been instucted as to his
wartime roles is it believed that he would
accept a role for action?

23. Is it operationally feasible and desirable
to now give subject a role he will perform?

240 Is the subject trained in use of VT?

250 Does subject have WiT set in his custody
or cached for use?

26. If subject Is W/T operator could he be used
to Service other agents?

27, Would subject recruit other agents?

28,. Could subject serve as agent-organizer in
one of the U/W areas?'

6.1MIPLIP

gaLl.41.1.	 .011112=911:0

•NOLICOLIZII	 YEIL11•21.11=2.41,
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FORM NO, 2

In Wartime

Yes	 llo	 Pro,a biz

29 Q	subjct );oport inteiligencc information
by 1,Jectrioa1 oommunications comncing
at time of OrdorXor Reinforced i ert and
proab/y continue?

30. Coul2 7ubjec rtzport electricalla . commencing
on D-day (Genal Alert Order) ax. continue?

31. colJla subjoct be contacted to receive.
Special Force teams to be infiltrated
by air?

32. Is subjec•A's Imown loct.tion specific
enough no tbnt he could be easily contacted
by another'?

33. Ara contact and recognition arrangements
made for use?
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AU EGQ 87477

AENEON 

1. Subject might be used as a reporter of military* politica/2 economic*
and operational intelligence from the Estonian SSR or from another
part of the USSR (contingent upon where he is located).

2. Subject mast be recontacted upon his next visit to the West to
recruit him for his wartime role, as well as to furnishm him the
necessary secret writing system.

3. NA.

4. None.

5. a. Yes.
b. Yes.

6, Subject's use is contingent upon his coming to the West again* upon
his accessability to recontact * and upon his acceptancerof the
wartime role.


